
SpeedHook® is an ingenious accessory designed to 
support the weight of ICS® hydraulic saws, dramatically 
reducing operator fatigue and extending chain life. At-
taching quickly and easily, SpeedHook is convertible to 
left-hand or right-hand operation, and expandable with 
42-inch (107 cm) sections.

Accessories
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Flow AdApter VAlVe
Enjoy the convenience and efficiency of  
powering your ICS® hydraulic saw from  
skid steers, backhoes, and other common  
construction equipment. Available for  
both 8 gpm and 12 gpm (30 lpm and  
45 lpm) saws.

reduce operAtor FAtigue And 
extend chAin liFe with speedhook®

portAble power For the 
proFessionAl cutter
ICS® gas operated power packs are a  
dependable, self-contained source of  
hydraulic power that offer superior  
cooling capacity. The functional,  
ergonomic design makes them easily  
transportable to any job site.

p95 18 hp (13.5 kw) powerpAck
Affordable hydraulic power with exceptional cooling  
capability in an easy to carry package. Adjustable for 5 
gpm or 8 gpm (20 lpm or 30 lpm) operation. 

p110 23 hp (17 kw) powerpAck
Step up to the power of the newest addition to the ICS 
line of reliable powerpacks. Adjustable to 8 gpm or 12 
gpm (30 lpm or 45 lpm) operation. 

work-proVen Accessories  
For eVery Job
Whether it’s making cuts straighter or jobsites clean-
er, there is an ICS® accessory that gets the job done. 
20 years of experience and a whole lot of ingenuity 
has gone into making these work-proven products 
an indispensible complement to your ICS concrete 
chain saw.



ics® oil  
protect your inVestment

Intensive laboratory and field testing have 
resulted in an oil formula that is cleaner  

burning, provides better thermal  
protection and an improved film barrier 
reducing piston ring wear. Protect your 
investment with work-proven ICS 2-stroke 
engine oil. Important: Failure to use ICS 
Oil and a 25:1 (4%) fuel to oil ratio could 
result in premature engine failure and/or 
up to a 90% reduction in engine life.

ics® lArge cArry cAse
Fits 880F4 and 853PRO series.

The Total Slurry Solutions™ Hi-Lift Performance vacuum sys-
tems provide an easy way to contain and dispose of slurry 
produced when wet-sawing or drilling in concrete, stone, or 
masonry. All TSS™ systems come with 15 feet (4.6 m) of 
heavy duty professional grade vacuum hose.

tss™-15
The TSS™-15 features an extremely durable electric  
powerhead mounted on a dent and corrosion resistant 
polyethylene tank. An oversize “boat-plug” style drain plug 
makes emptying the 15-gallon (55 liter) tank fast and  
easy and heavy-duty wheels and casters make moving the 
TSS™-15 effortless.
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the pArts you need to 
stAy on the Job
Whether you need an air filter or a  
complete motor, ICS carries a wide  
selection of replacement parts,  
shipped fast!

tss™ 15/55
Turn any standard 55-gallon drum into a slurry  
containment system. The TSS™ 15/55 seals to the top 
with external fasteners or modification, providing 105 
inches (267 cm) of water lift.

contAin slurry with tss™

Accessories


